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� Aging introduces both oxygen and
hydrogen in aluminium powder.

� Oxygen affects the DED track
geometry by reducing the surface
tension of the melt.

� Hydrogen induces pores in the
deposited material.

� Usage of aged aluminium powder in
DED causes decreased mechanical
properties.
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The use of aluminium alloys for Additive Manufacturing is of high interest for advanced geometries and
lightweight applications. In Directed Energy Deposition, a powder stock is processed with a laser beam,
which offers a high process flexibility. However, aging of the powder feedstock during storage or after
recycling remains fundamentally challenging for aluminium alloys because of their sensitivity to oxida-
tion and porosity. In order to investigate these effects, AlSi10Mg powder batches were aged in different
conditions and processed by Directed Energy Deposition. The results showed that powder aging does not
significantly change the particle size or morphology, but it introduces more oxygen and hydrogen in the
powder. The oxidation of the particles reduces the laser beam absorbance of the powder and increases
wetting of the melt pool, which affects the track geometry. A 3.5 to 4.2 times higher porosity was
observed in the material deposited from aged powder, which are most likely hydrogen pores caused
by the increased hydrogen content in the aged powder. The tensile properties of the parts built with aged
powder showed 19.0% lower yield strength, 14.2% lower ultimate strength and 99.2% higher elongation,
which are most likely the results of the coarser microstructure and increased porosity.

� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction production, offering a high benefit for lightweight applications
Powder-based Additive Manufacturing (AM) has become widely
used for advanced industrial applications requiring complex
geometries. Aluminium alloys represent a consequent part of this
within the aerospace, railway and automotive fields [1,2], one of
the most commonly used aluminium alloys in AM being AlSi10Mg.
Aluminium alloys are generally processed either by Laser Powder
Bed Fusion (LPBF) [3–5] or by Directed Energy Deposition (DED)
[6,7] depending on the size of the part and the geometrical
tolerances. The properties of AlSi10Mg built with LPBF have been
widely investigated and show a porosity of 0.1% to 0.5%, a yield
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strength of 150 MPa to 280 MPa, an ultimate strength of 280 MPa
to 426 MPa and an elongation of 2.2% to 17% as built [8–11]. The
present study focusses on laser-powder DED, where the properties
of AlSi10Mg seem to be lower than for LPBF with a porosity of
0.35% to 0.4% and an ultimate strength of 162 MPa [7], probably
due to the larger scale and lower speed of the process which results
in a lower cooling rate than in LPBF.

The main challenges for processing of aluminium are oxidation
[12] and porosity [13] which induce various imperfections in the
deposited material and weakens its mechanical properties. As it
will be explained later on, most of these imperfections are caused
by the powder being exposed to oxygen and hydrogen, which is
more critical on powder than on bulk material due to their high
surface to volume ratio. Exposition of oxygen and hydrogen can
occur mostly during powder storage [14] or powder recycling [15].

Metal powder for AM is usually produced by inert gas atomisa-
tion, for aluminium alloys, nitrogen is often used as atomisation
gas [16]. Metal ingots are melted in a crucible and the liquid is
forced through a nozzle where it is atomised in small droplets by
a high-velocity gas flow. The droplets solidify while falling and
are collected in a chamber underneath [16,17]. The ingots are
melted in vacuum and atomisation takes place in a sealed vessel
where the material is in contact only with inert gas. Thus, oxida-
tion and hydrogen pick up is extremely limited during powder
atomisation.

Numerous studies have been performed on powder recycling of
different materials for powder bed fusion processes and showed a
slight increase of oxygen content in the powder (by 10 ppm to
90 ppm per reuse cycle), which did not significantly affect the
porosity or mechanical properties of the parts [18–20]. Powder
recycling for DED has been investigated with 316L stainless steel,
the oxygen content was increased by approximately 1 ppm per
reuse cycle and the particle size was substantially coarser, which
caused a potentially higher porosity, a higher strength and lower
elongation of the samples produced [15,21].

Similar effects can occur during powder storage. If a powder
container has been opened, air containing oxygen and moisture
can be introduced inside and the powder starts to age. This process
takes a relatively long time but it can be simulated for a shorter
time at higher temperature. It has been shown that aging of alu-
minium powder induces oxidation, which increases with tempera-
ture, moisture and aging time [14,22]. Processing of aged AlSi10Mg
powder with 40 ppm increased oxygen content and 4 ppm extra
moisture by LPBF was shown to result in an increased porosity,
decreased yield strength, a potentially higher elongation, as well
as a higher light absorption in the UV–visible range [9].

The exposition of aluminium powder to oxygen and hydrogen
can have a certain impact on the powder properties and the DED
process.

The presence of aluminium oxides (alumina) on top of the pow-
der particles affects the laser absorbance of the powder. Pure alu-
minium is usually described as having an absorbance of about 5%
and a reflectance of 95% [23], while alumina is partially transparent
and its absorbance and reflectance cannot be described as surficial
properties, they depend on the thickness of the alumina layer [24].
Thus, the laser beam light is partially reflected through the oxide
layer before reaching the aluminium, which can reduce the overall
absorbance of the powder particles. This potential reduction of the
overall laser beam absorbance on the powder particles would result
in a lower heat input in both the flying particles and the melt pool.

Once these particles are melted during processing, their oxides
are transferred to the melt pool. It has been showed that oxides
reduce the surface tension of liquid aluminium [25–27], which is
likely to affect the melt pool shape and the final geometry of the
tracks built with oxidised powder.
2

During processing, the oxide layer covering the melt pool can
possibly affect the catchment and integration of powder particles
in the melt pool. It has been observed that the oxide layer covering
the melt pool prevents the powder particles from incorporating
immediately, but the particles are yet caught on this layer and they
can be incorporated at a slower rate [28,29]. The particles that do
not incorporate usually ricochet at impact, which commonly hap-
pens when they land on the solidified metal [28]. This is an unde-
sired effect as it reduces the efficiency of the process, decreases the
deposition rate and contaminates the nearby environment.

Except from the oxygen, hydrogen is also a major cause of
defects in aluminium, especially pores. Whereas there are other
origins for pores in DED such as initial pores in the powder parti-
cles, gas entrapment and lack of fusion, hydrogen pores are the
most predominant in aluminium alloys [30–32]. It can be
explained by the solubility of hydrogen in liquid aluminium which
decreases when the liquid cools down and suddenly drops by a fac-
tor of 70 during solidification [33–36]. Most of the hydrogen
diluted in the liquid at high temperature is forced to regain its gas-
eous form when the liquid cools down and its hydrogen solubility
decreases, this forms hydrogen bubbles that will become pores
once the aluminium is solidified [13,33,37]. Hydrogen pores are
recognisable by their spherical shapes of various sizes and their
even distribution in the solidified metal [37].

Pores have a negative impact on the mechanical properties. A
first reason is due to the decrease of working area for the same
outer geometry, meaning that the load will apply to a lower
amount of material, inducing higher stress. Another reason is the
stress concentration around the pores which initiates cracks and
leads to a premature rupture. In tensile conditions, it has been
showed that for each percent of porosity, the yield strength, ulti-
mate strength and elongation of various aluminium alloys was
reduced by 4–7.5%, 0.5–4% and 1.6–7% respectively [38–40]. The
porosity of aluminium is even more crucial for fatigue properties
where it reduces significantly the fatigue life of the parts [41,42].

Due to the many undesired effects on aluminium powder-based
AM that can be induced by oxygen and hydrogen in the powder, it
appears necessary to conduct a comprehensive study to investigate
the course of phenomena that leads to the mechanical properties of
aluminium parts. This study will be conducted on DED since it is a
macro-process, which facilitates the observations and measure-
ments of the phenomena investigated. The goal of the present
research is to compare all of these effects to the oxygen and hydro-
gen contents in the powder in order for the results to be generaliz-
able to any atomised, aged or recycled AlSi10Mg powder.
2. Methodology

2.1. Powder aging and analysis

In order to introduce oxygen and hydrogen in nitrogen ato-
mised AlSi10Mg powder, aging treatments were performed at high
temperature in air inside an oven. Three powder aging conditions
were investigated: virgin powder as received, aged powder at
400 �C for 48 h and aged powder at 400 �C for 96 h. The powder
was aged in large trays with a powder thickness of few millimetres
and was mixed every 24 h to guarantee a homogeneous aging. In
order to limit the uncertainty of measurement in subsequent anal-
ysis, the same aging procedure was applied to five batches of pow-
der (Batch 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) that had relatively similar particle size
distributions (PSD). Thus, each analysis step was performed on four
powder batches for each of the three aging conditions, providing
more statistical data for the evaluation. Before processing, the fol-
lowing analysis were conducted on the twelve batches of powder:
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� Laser diffraction particle size analysis to measure the PSD
� Hot gas extraction analysis to measure the oxygen and hydro-
gen contents with a LECO ONH836 analyser

� Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) observations of the
powder

� Laser beam absorbance measurement done with a spectrometer
in an integrating sphere [43–46].

For the laser beam absorbance measurements, a sample of
10 mL of powder was placed in a Suprasil� 3001 quartz cuvette
located on one side of the integrating sphere. A spectrometer com-
posed of two light sources was placed on the other side of the inte-
grating sphere, illuminating the powder sample with a deuterium
lamp for the wavelength range of 175 nm to 400 nm and a halogen
lamp covering the wavelengths from 400 nm to 3300 nm. The light
reflected on the powder was then reflected multiples times inside
the integrating sphere until reaching the detector. The total
reflected power on the powder was subtracted from the power of
the initial light beam in order to measure the power absorbed on
the powder and calculate the absorbance value for each wave-
length. The absorbance measurements were performed for the
range of wavelengths from 330 nm to 1560 nm (which includes
the wavelengths of the laser used) with an accuracy of ± 0.08 nm
in the UV–visible range and ± 0.32 nm in the near IR range. Please
note that since a high number of powder particles were placed in a
cuvette, multiple reflections between powder particles induce a
higher overall absorbance, which is comparable with the absor-
bance of a powder bed.
Table 1
Parameters for the deposition of single tracks and larger structures (optimised for
virgin powder).

Single tracks Larger structures
Laser spot size (mm) 4.4 1.6

Laser power (W) 3000 2060

Travel speed vt (m/min) 0.5 Fill: 0.6
Contours: 0.4
2.2. Processing and analysis of single DED tracks

Each of the twelve powders from Batch 1, 2, 3 and 4 was dried
in the oven at 100 �C for one hour, then processed with DED
according the setup shown in Fig. 1. For these depositions, a
COAX14-V5 coaxial powder nozzle (provided by Fraunhofer IWS)
and a 15 kW Ytterbium fibre laser were used. The laser beam
was transported through a 400 lm optical fibre to the optics, that
consisted of a collimating mirror and a focusing mirror with focal
lengths of 150 mm and 250 mm respectively. The laser beam
was defocussed by 40 mm on the substrate, which resulted in a
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the deposition of single DED tracks with high-speed
imaging recording.
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laser spot size of 4.4 mm. More details about the setup and the
laser beam profile can be found in reference [47]. 8 cm long tracks
were deposited on separate AW–6082 substrates (10 mm thick).
The parameters were kept the same for all depositions (Single
tracks in Table 1).

A Phantom V1610 high-speed imaging (HSI) camera was used
to record the process (Fig. 1). The processing area was illuminated
with two CW illumination lasers with a maximum power of 45 W
each and a wavelength of 810 nm. A band-pass filter of the same
wavelength was placed in front on the camera optics to filter out
the laser scattered light and most of the process light. The camera
optics consisted of a Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor ED 200 mm s/4D IF
lens with magnification rings of 48 mm total length. The camera
was recording at a speed of 78 000 fps, with a frame size of
512 � 320 pixels, a shutter time of 1 ls and an aperture of 16.
The spatial resolution of the videos was 23.1 lm per pixel.

The HSI videos were used to analyse the powder particles that
do not integrate in the melt pool and ricochet on the surface. To
that end, a single particle tracking procedure was applied to the
videos with the software TrackMate [48,49]. Each video was
20 ms long (1560 frames) and was played in reverse in the soft-
ware. The detector used was a difference of Gaussians (DoG), with
an estimated blob diameter of 4 pixels, a search radius of 5 pixels
and a maximum frame gap of 2 frames. Different thresholds were
applied to: (i) the particle detection in order to avoid background
noise, (ii) the particle paths in order to remove the static particles
landed on the substrate and the particles in the powder stream
that incorporate in the melt pool.

After processing, lateral cross sections were cut at 20 mm from
the beginning of each DED track and observed with a light optical
Powder feed rate (g/min) 4.0 2.8
Argon carrier gas flow (L/min) 10 12
Argon shielding gas flow (L/min) 15 15

Fig. 2. Schematics of the track geometry measurement.



Table 2
PSD of the powders investigated in different aging conditions.

Condition D10 (lm) D50 (lm) D90 (lm)
Batch 1 Virgin 48.1 65.7 89.3

Aged 48 h 51.3 68.4 91.6
Aged 96 h 51.8 68.9 92.4

Batch 2 Virgin 49.3 67.9 93.3
Aged 48 h 49.0 68.4 94.8
Aged 96 h 51.1 71.3 99.0

Batch 3 Virgin 52.0 72.2 101.0
Aged 48 h 54.0 74.9 104.0
Aged 96 h 52.5 73.8 104.0

Batch 4 Virgin 50.0 69.9 97.2
Aged 48 h 51.7 71.2 97.9
Aged 96 h 50.2 70.2 97.5

Batch 5 Virgin 47.9 67.7 102.0
Aged 96 h 53.3 68.5 98.5

Fig. 3. SEM views of Batch 4 powders at different aging conditions.
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microscope (LOM) to analyse the track geometry, the penetration
in the substrate and the inner-track porosity. Two different meth-
ods were applied to measure the track geometry and the penetra-
tion: 1-dimensional measurements of width, height and
penetration, and 2–dimensional measurement of the areas above
the substrate and below the substrate. In the cross–sections, the
area above the substrate represents the volume added from the
powder feedstock, while the area below the substrate represents
the volume of substrate melted, representative of the penetration
(Fig. 2). The resolution of the micrographs was 0.48 lm per pixel.
The porosity analysis was carried out with a Matlab� script that
recognised every pore bigger than 4 pixels (about 1 lm diameter).
The size of each pore was extracted and the total percentage of
porosity was calculated. Please note that the porosity analysis in
a cross section is a reliable technique to measure the percentage
of porosity in the material (if the number of pores is high), but
not the actual pore size, since not all the pores are cut at their max-
imum diameter.
2.3. DED Manufacturing of larger structures and mechanical testing

Larger structures were built by DED with a commercial system
using two different powders from Batch 5: virgin powder and pow-
der aged at 400 �C for 96 h. For each powder, six blocks of
12 � 12 � 60 mm were built horizontally. The DED machine was
a DMG Lasertec 65 3D Hybrid, with a COAX14-V5 coaxial powder
nozzle and a 4 kW diode laser composed of four 1 kW modules
with wavelengths of 940 nm, 980 nm, 1020 nm and 1060 nm.
The structures were built on an AW–6082 substrate (10 mm thick)
fixed on a copper plate with active internal water cooling. Since
these structures were built by a different system than for the single
tracks, the parameters used are slightly different, as shown in
Table 1. The hatch distance was 1.5 mm, which represents 40% of
overlap between two consecutive tracks under regular conditions
(with virgin powder). The AlSi10Mg powder used for these struc-
tures (Batch 5) had a similar PSD than for the four other batches
used for single tracks.

For each of the two powders, five tensile specimens and one lat-
eral cross-section were extracted out of the six deposited volumes.
Five specimens were tested for the virgin powder and four for the
96 h aged powder, one was broken during machining. The tensile
tests were conducted according to ASTM E8/ E8M-13a standard.
The tensile specimens were cylindrical with a testing length of
22 mm and a testing diameter of 3 mm, they were treated with a
Fig. 4. Oxygen and hydrogen contents measured in the powder by ICP-MS as a
function of the aging time at 400 �C, where each point is the average value
measured for Batch 1, 2, 3 and 4.



Fig. 5. Photographs of the powder batch 4 showing the difference of colour at
different aging conditions.
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stress-relief treatment at 300 �C for 2 h before testing. The tensile
tests were performed at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min and the
displacement was measured with an extensometer. Macroviews
of the cross-sections were captured by LOM (with a resolution of
5.55 lm per pixel), which were used to measure the structural
porosity inside the blocks (the minimum pore diameter detectable
was 13 lm). Magnified views of the microstructure were taken
with a SEM.
Fig. 6. a) absorbance of the powder as a function of the illumination wavelength,
averaged over the values measured on Batch 1, 2, 3 and 4, b) absorbance measured
on the powder for the two lasers employed for DED processing as a function of the
oxygen content measured in the powder, where the values for the diode laser were
the average of the 4 wavelengths used by each of the laser modules.
3. Results

3.1. Powder properties during aging

The powders investigated for the deposition of single tracks
(Batch 1, 2, 3 and 4) and bigger structures (Batch 5) at virgin and
aged conditions (according to the procedure described in sec-
tion 2.2) were analysed. Table 2 shows the PSD of these powders,
where it can be noticed that aging does not have any considerable
effect on the particle size. The minor fluctuations of size between
different aging conditions are most likely due to statistical devia-
tion since they do not follow any clear trend as a function of the
aging time. The following powder analysis will focus mostly on
the powder batches 1, 2, 3 and 4. SEM observations of the different
powders showed a similar morphology independently from the
aging condition, as it can be seen in Fig. 3 for Batch 4.

The main effect of powder aging is therefore not in the particle
size or morphology, but rather in the chemical composition. A hot
gas extraction analysis of the batches 1, 2, 3 and 4 in three different
aging conditions allowed to measure the oxygen and hydrogen
contents in the powders, as plotted in Fig. 4. Both the oxygen
and hydrogen levels in the powder increase in similar proportions
when aging the powder, following a logarithmic-like tendency, the
oxygen content being always significantly higher than the hydro-
gen content.

The oxidation of the particles surface affects their apparent col-
our, as shown in Fig. 5. The colour changes from grey at virgin state
to a brighter beige at aged conditions, meaning that the powder
absorbs and reflects certain wavelengths differently depending
on its oxide layer. This observation motivated the conduction of
a light absorbance measurement for the wavelengths emitted by
the lasers used.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6a, the light absorbance measurements
performed on the powders shows that both the 48 h aged and the
96 h aged powders follow a similar absorbance tendency, which is
relatively different from the virgin powder. Above a wavelength of
450–500 nm, the absorbance of the aged powder is lower than the
one of the virgin powder, while the opposite applies below 450–
500 nm. The powder laser beam absorbance can be compared to
the oxygen content in the powder (cf. Fig. 4), as shown in Fig. 6b.
More details on the powder absorbance can be found in a related
study [50].

It can be observed that the absorbance of the powder for both
lasers used is decreased with increased oxygen content. Please
5

note that due to the data points being grouped into two main clus-
ters (for the virgin powder and for the aged powder), it is not pos-
sible to conclude on a potential proportionality or any other
relation between the absorbance and the oxygen content.
3.2. Single-track properties

Single tracks were deposited by DED using the twelve powders
previously analysed at different aging conditions (from Batch 1, 2,
3 and 4) while a HSI camera was recording the process. Fig. 7
shows the results of particle tracking with the corresponding tra-
jectories of the particles that ricochet at impact. Most of these par-
ticles ricochet from the front of the melt pool and less often from
the back. The particles are considerably slower after ricocheting,
with a velocity of 0.56 m/s to 3.96 m/s, while in the powder stream,
the particles have a velocity of approximately 13 m/s [47]. As it can
be seen in Fig. 8, there is no clear trend relating the number of ric-
ocheting particles to the oxygen content in the powder. The data
points are relatively dispersed and do not imply any tendency.
Thus, it appears that the aging of the powder does not affect the
overall ability of the particles to incorporate in the melt pool.

The single tracks built with different powder aging conditions
showed different morphologies, as it can be observed in Fig. 9.
The tracks become flatter, wider and show a deeper penetration
in the substrate with increased powder aging. It is also possible



Fig. 7. Frames of HSI imaging captured during the DED processing of single tracks
using batch 2 powders at different aging conditions, including results of particle
tracking where each coloured line represents the trajectory and velocity of a
ricocheting particle detected under 20 ms.

Fig. 8. Number of ricocheting particles recorded during 20 ms as a function of the
oxygen content in the powder.
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to observe a significantly higher porosity in the tracks built with
aged powder.

The dimensions of the tracks were measured and compared to
the oxygen content in the powder, as it can be seen in Fig. 10.
When considering the average 1-dimensonal measurements of
the tracks (Fig. 10a) from the virgin condition (0.048% oxygen) to
the aged conditions (0.138% oxygen), the width is increased by
33%, the height is decreased by 19% and the penetration is
increased by 55%, while the total height remains constant. On the
other hand, when considering areal measurements of the tracks
(Fig. 10b) from virgin to aged condition, the deposited area poten-
6

tially decreases by 2% (within the dispersion of data), the pene-
trated area increases by 118% and the total melted area
(deposited area + penetrated area) increases by 20%.

The inner porosity of the tracks was analysed based on the LOM
views of the cross-sections, as shown in Fig. 11. The percentage of
porosity increases significantly from virgin powder (1.91%) to aged
powder (8.00% and 6.67% for the 48 h aged powder and 96 h aged
powder respectively), which represents an average increase of
porosity of 284% for a hydrogen increase of 156% (Fig. 11a). The
pore size is also affected by powder aging (Fig. 11b), where the
average pore size increases from 7.0 lm with virgin powder to
13.0 lm and 12.3 lm with 48 h aged and 96 h aged powders
respectively. As the error bars show on this graph, there is also a
higher number of larger pores when processing aged powder com-
pared to with virgin powder.
3.3. Structural properties

Larger structures were built by a commercial DED system with
virgin and 96 h aged powders from Batch 5. Six horizontal blocks
were built with each powder, as shown in Fig. 12. It is possible
to notice a clear change of colour between these blocks, where
the blocks built with 96 h aged powder are darker than the ones
built with virgin powder. The blocks built with aged powder also
showed a significantly lower lateral surface quality. In the cross-
sections of the blocks (Fig. 13), the porosity measurements showed
an increase of porosity of 91.5% from the structures built with vir-
gin powder to the ones built with 96 h aged powder. It can also be
noticed that the diameter of the pores is increased by 38.7% and
that most of the biggest pores in the blocks built with 96 h aged
powder seem to be located close to the upper surface and the lat-
eral surfaces.

As shown in Fig. 14, the microstructure is composed of fine pri-
mary a-aluminium cells (bright) surrounded by an abundant seg-
regation of a-Al-Si eutectic phase mixture (dark) at the cell
boundaries. A coarser microstructure is noticeable in the SEM
images collected on the cross-section of the blocks produced with
96 h aged powder compared to virgin powder.

Tensile tests were performed using specimens machined out
from the blocks, the results are displayed in Fig. 15. The tensile
properties of the specimens built with these two powders are very
distinct. In average, when using 96 h aged powder compared to vir-
gin powder, the yield strength and the ultimate strength are



Fig. 9. LOM views of the single tracks cross-sections built with Batch 4 at different
aging conditions.

Fig. 10. a) 1-dimensional measurements, and b) areal measurements of the tracks
extracted from the LOM views of the cross-sections of the single tracks (as
described in Fig. 2) built with powders at different aging conditions from Batch 1, 2,
3 and 4.
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decreased by 19.0% and 14.9% respectively, while the elongation is
increased by 99.2% (Table 3).

4. Discussion

Based on the results obtained in this study, different correla-
tions can be established between the powder properties, the melt
pool, the track and the structural properties. All aspects discussed
in this section are illustrated in Fig. 16.

4.1. Powder aging

The powder analysis after aging showed an increase of both the
oxygen and hydrogen contents in the powder (Fig. 4), which is in
accordance with previous studies [9,14,22]. For all powders, the
oxygen content was significantly higher than the hydrogen con-
7

tent by a factor of 20 to 30. Oxidation is due to the dioxygen con-
tent in the air (21%) and the humidity content, while the hydrogen
pick up by the powder is mostly due to the humidity, the hydro-
gen content in the air being only about 0.6 ppm [51]. There could
also be a causal link between the oxygen and hydrogen contents in
the powder. It is possible that the oxidised surface of the aged
powder particles attracts more water molecules via hydrogen
bounds (between the O of oxides and the H of water), which could
be the reason for the higher moisture contents measured in aged
AlSi10Mg powders in [9].

The oxide layer on aluminium surfaces is generally few
nanometres thick [12,52–54] which did not change the size or
the morphology of the powder (Table 2 and Fig. 9), which was con-
firmed by [9]. However, the oxide layer was shown to have an
effect on the powder absorbance (Fig. 6). The laser beam light
was most likely reflected more when going through a thicker oxide
layer, resulting in a lower powder absorbance, which induces a
lower heat input from the laser beam.
4.2. Oxygen content and track geometry

As it can be noticed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the incorporation of
powder particles in the melt pool is not affected by the higher oxy-
gen content of the powder. The particles most likely incorporate as
well even through a potentially thicker oxide layer covering the



Fig. 11. a) Inner-track porosity measured on the cross-section of the single tracks
built with powders at different aging conditions from Batch 1, 2, 3 and 4, and b)
associated pore size where the vertical error bars represent the average standard
deviation of pore size within one cross-section.

Fig. 12. Photographs of the blocks built with virgin powder and 96 h aged powder
from Batch 5.
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melt pool. It means that there was no extra loss of powder and that
the same volume was deposited independently from the powder
aging condition. This is in correlation with what was measured
in the track cross-sections (Fig. 10b) where the deposited area is
relatively constant regardless of the oxygen content in the powder.

However, even though the deposited volume is unchanged, the
geometry of the tracks is different for different powder aging con-
ditions (Fig. 9). The tracks exhibit a lower height and a larger width
with increased oxygen content in the powder (Fig. 10a), which
indicates that the surface tension of the melt pool was probably
decreased. One potential reason could be a higher melt tempera-
ture due to oxidation. However, even though the aged powders
contained more oxygen than the virgin powder, the reaction of oxi-
dation, which is exothermic [55], occurred before processing, dur-
ing aging in the oven. During the DED process, the aged powder is
already oxidised and any extra oxidation occurring during process-
ing (due to the contact between the melt and the dioxygen in the
Fig. 13. LOM views of the cross-sections of the blocks built with virgin powder and
96 h aged powder from Batch 5.
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air) presumably happens in the same measure as when processing
virgin powder. Thus, it appears very unlikely that the oxidation
occurring during processing could differ between virgin and aged
powder and result in different heat inputs in the melt pool. Instead,
the decrease of surface tension is very likely due to the increased
oxygen content, as shown in previous studies [25–27]. It is also
Fig. 14. SEM views captured at the same location in the cross-sections of the blocks
built with virgin powder and 96 h aged powder from Batch 5.

Fig. 15. Results of the tensile tests conducted after a stress-relief treatment on
specimens built with virgin powder and 96 h aged powder from Batch 5.
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important to note that the penetration in the substrate is higher
with increased oxygen content. It can not be due to a higher tem-
perature since the laser beam absorbance does not increase, as
shown in Fig. 6 the absorbance even decreases with increased oxy-
gen content. The higher penetration could be due to the lower
track height. As shown in Fig. 10a, the total track height is always
Table 3
Structural properties of the deposited material correlated to the oxygen and hydrogen
contents in the powder (Batch 5).

Virgin powder 96 h aged powder
Oxygen content (%) 0.05 > 0.15*
Hydrogen content (ppm) 20 40
Structural porosity (%) 1.99 3.81
Yield tensile strength (MPa) 106.8 ± 7.4 86.5 ± 4.0
Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 208.6 ± 5.2 177.5 ± 3.6
Tensile elongation (%) 6.84 ± 1.44 13.63 ± 1.41

*Out of the calibration range but expected to be relatively close to 0.15% in accor-
dance with the measurements performed on other powders (Fig. 4).

Fig. 16. Representation of the relations between the phenomena induced by
powder aging, where the thickness of the arrows represents the importance of the
correlation.
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the same with a value of 2.1 mm, meaning that when the track
height decreases, the penetration increases by the same amount.
It appears very likely that with the parameters chosen the laser
beam always induces a 2.1 mm deep melt pool. The decreasing sur-
face tension of the melt pool due to the increased oxygen content
causes a reduced height of the melt pool above the substrate. At
the same time, the melt pool depth in the substrate increases,
resulting in an almost identical total height of 2.1 mm.

Building larger structures with aged powder using parameters
optimised for virgin powder possibly has an effect on the heat
accumulated in the structure. First, processing of aged powder
induces a higher penetration in the previous layer, which most
likely leads to higher temperatures in the previous layers. Sec-
ondly, for the same hatch distance, the increased track width
caused by powder aging results in an increased track overlap, as
shown in Fig. 17. In Fig. 10a the track width is increased by 33%
from virgin to aged powder, meaning that a track overlap of 40%
with virgin powder would become 54.9% with aged powder. This
increase of overlap is very likely to lead to higher temperature in
the preceding track. Both the increase of penetration and the
increase of track overlap might then induce a higher temperature
in the structure being built.

Due to the increase of temperature in the nearby structure
when processing aged powder, the material is most likely submit-
ted to more heat cycles and cools down slower. This lower overall
cooling rate leads to a coarser microstructure, as observed in
Fig. 17. Effect of increased overlap and penetration on the temperature of the
structures built with virgin and aged powder.

10
Fig. 14. When using aged powder, the material becomes less
quenched as when using virgin powder, which might result in a
slightly lower yield strength and ultimate strength, as well as in
a higher elongation, as shown in Fig. 15.

4.3. Hydrogen content and porosity

The pores observed in the cross-sections in Fig. 9 and Fig. 13 are
spherical indicating that they are gas pores. In the cross sections
from large structures no pores pattern is clearly visible (Fig. 13),
indicating that the pores are forming within each track and not
due to defects formation between different tracks or layers. The
porosity increases with aging (Fig. 11), which means that it is
caused either by the hydrogen or the oxygen introduced in the
powder. According to previous studies, hydrogen is the main cause
for porosity in aluminium alloys where a few tens of ppm of hydro-
gen can induce a significant porosity, and no correlation between
oxygen and porosity has been established yet [13,33,37]. Thus, it
appears very likely that the pores investigated in the present
research are due to hydrogen rather than oxygen. Moreover, it
appears that with aged powder, the bigger pores are concentrated
mostly at the periphery of the single tracks (Fig. 9) and at the
periphery of the blocks (Fig. 13). One explanation for this phe-
nomenon could be that small pores merge into bigger pores when
migrating towards the surface during mixing.

The structural porosity measured in the blocks built with 96 h
aged powder is relatively lower than the inner-track porosity mea-
sured in single tracks (Fig. 11 and Fig. 13). It is likely due to the dif-
ferent systems used for the deposition of single tracks and blocks
and the different resulting parameters used for the depositions
(Table 1). In each case (for the deposition of single tracks and
blocks), as well as in the literature, the porosity of AlSi10Mg
increases with powder aging [9].

The increased porosity in the structures built with aged powder
compared to with virgin powder is most likely responsible for most
of the decrease of yield strength and ultimate strength in the spec-
imens during tensile testing, as it has been showed in other studies
[38–40]. A minor part of this decrease of strength is possibly due to
the coarser microstructure, as mentioned in the previous section.
The decreased of elongation caused by the porosity with the aged
powder is in this case relatively minor compared to the increase of
elongation caused by the coarser microstructure.

Overall, the main effect of the increased porosity in structures
built with aged powder is a decrease of both yield tensile strength
and ultimate tensile strength.

4.4. Outlook

Based on the results of this study, a hot gas extraction measure-
ment could be used on a stored or recycled aluminium powder
batch to determine its aging condition and what consequences to
expect on the DED process when using this powder. A similar eval-
uation could be established with an absorbance measurement to
assess the level of oxidation of a powder. Such a procedure could
be applied to other processes, other aluminium alloys or other
materials that are sensitive to oxidation and hydrogen pores, and
which the properties during aging and recycling are of high
interest.

In order to remedy to the ‘negative’ effects of using aged pow-
der, one possibility would be to adapt the processing parameters
to the oxygen content in the powder. For a higher oxygen content,
choosing a lower laser power could reduce the melt pool temper-
ature and increase its surface tension to match the geometry of a
track build with virgin powder. However, one limitation might
be that a too low heat input can also induce lack of fusion and a
higher porosity.
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In some applications a high porosity is wanted, for instance for
lightweight, permeability or osseointegration purposes [56–58].
Such porous metals can be manufactured by LPBF with a lower
laser power and/or a higher scanning speed than the optimised
parameters used to build dense material [58]. An additional option
to tailoring the process parameters to obtain porous metals could
then be to use aged powder instead of virgin powder in order to
generate more porosity.

There are currently very few studies on mechanical properties
of AlSi10Mg processed with DED, in [7] a maximal ultimate
strength of 162 MPa was reported for the use of virgin powder,
which is lower than the ultimate strength measured in the present
work (208.6 ± 5.2 MPa). This difference of strength could be due to
the different processing parameters chosen, or to the stress-relief
treatment performed, but it clearly appears that more work should
be carried out on the elementary properties of AlSi10Mg alloy pro-
cessed with DED at different process parameters and heat
treatments.
5. Conclusion

In this study, AlSi10Mg powder was aged in air in order to intro-
duce higher contents of both Oxygen and Hydrogen. The following
conclusions can be drawn on the use of aged aluminium powder in
DED:

� The increased oxygen content of the powder leads to a
decreased laser beam absorbance, likely because the oxide layer
covering the particles is thicker and reflects more of the laser
beam light

� During DED processing, the increased oxygen content in the
powder most likely decreases the surface tension of the melt
pool and increases its wetting on the substrate, which results
in a track with a decreased height and an increased width

� Due to the lower track height, the heat input by the laser beam
penetrates deeper into the substrate, resulting in an increased
penetration depth

� Aging of powder induces more porosity in the tracks built,
which is very likely due to hydrogen pores caused by the
increased hydrogen content in the powder

� An increased porosity results in a lower tensile strength, while
the presumably lower cooling rate induced by the higher pene-
tration depth and the increased track overlap might lead to a
coarser microstructure, which causes an increased elongation.
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